
I want my records and I want them 

now!



Digital Disruption? Digital Records Information Management
29 May 2019 (RIMPA)

“Ten years ago, records and information management looked 
very different than it does today, and continues to evolve hand-
in-hand with technology.

With the target date of the Digital Continuity 2020 Policy 
approaching quickly, digital transformation is on every agency’s 
radar, with many scrambling to implement change in order to 
align themselves with the new principles.”





T. Shellam. Journal of Colonialism and 
Colonial History., Volume 20, Number 2, 
Summer 2019 (Article)





Source: Bloomberg
https://gfycat.com/naiveshowybasil-quicktake-bloomberg-putin-media-trump
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There are many agencies 
involved in records 
management; and there are 
a wide range of systems 
used to manage these 
records

The technology available 
for information 
management is changing 
increasingly rapidly and 
government is leveraging 
commercial services to 
keep pace

The needs and 
expectations of the public 
sector and the broader 
community as users of 
information and services 
are evolving quickly

We have an incomplete 
picture of the current 
location, condition and 
value of our information 
assets which is 
impacting public service



Challenges and issues around managing records amid digital 
disruption, specifically with the uptake of single-purpose 
applications and function-specific systems.
“To what degree can, or should Records Managers control this 
growth?”

Luca Gnezda “Lakes to Puddles” discussion
(RIMPA Christmas breakfast, December 2018)





… estimate that over $40 million worth of 
groundwater data are not currently available

… under current legislation, these reports can only be 
made accessible through the relatively complex 
Freedom of Information processes.
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Security of our 
heritage as recorded 

in records

Records are 
discoverable

Records are 
valuable because 
they can be used

Valued records are 
part of our legacy for 

future generations

More reliable systems - Register of State Records
Simplified service points – both on-line and in-person
Partnerships to promote the value of archives to the community
Digital retrieval first approach to reduce waiting times and manual handling of archives
A new Information Management Framework that will help integrate records management and digital 
government policy and practice; and simplify and make more meaningful record keeping standards and 
requirements
We will practice what we preach by implementing new born-digital approaches to records management




